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Abstract
Gravity equations have been widely used to infer trade ßow eﬀects of institutions
such as customs unions and exchange rate mechanisms. We show that estimated
gravity equations do not have a theoretical foundation. This implies both that estimation suﬀers from omitted variables bias and that comparative statics analysis is
unfounded. In this paper we develop a method that (i) consistently and eﬃciently
estimates a theoretical gravity equation and (ii) correctly calculates the comparative statics of trade frictions. We apply the method to solve the famous puzzle of
McCallum [1995] that trade between Canadian provinces is a factor 22 (2,200%)
times trade between states and provinces, after controlling for size and distance.
Applying our method, we Þnd that national borders reduce trade between the US
and Canada by about 44%, while reducing trade among other industrialized countries by about 30%. McCallum’s spectacular headline number is the result of a
combination of omitted variables bias and the small size of the Canadian economy.
Within-Canada trade rises by a factor 6 due to the border. In contrast, within-US
trade rises 25%.

I

Introduction

The gravity equation is one of the most empirically successful in economics. It
relates bilateral trade ßows to GDP, distance and other factors that aﬀect trade
barriers. It has been widely used to infer trade ßow eﬀects of institutions such
as customs unions, exchange rate mechanisms, ethnic ties, linguistic identity and
international borders. Contrary to what is often stated, the empirical gravity
equations do not have a theoretical foundation. The theory, Þrst developed by
Anderson [1979], tells us that after controlling for size, trade between two regions
is decreasing in their bilateral trade barrier relative to the average barrier of the two
regions to trade with all their partners. Intuitively, the more resistant to trade with
all others a region is, the more it is pushed to trade with a given bilateral partner.
We will refer to the theoretically appropriate average trade barrier as “multilateral
resistance”. The empirical gravity literature either does not include any form
of multilateral resistance in the analysis or includes an atheoretic “remoteness”
variable related to distance to all bilateral partners. The remoteness index does
not capture any of the other trade barriers that are the focus of the analysis.
Moreover, even if distance were the only bilateral barrier, its functional form in
the remoteness index is at odds with the theory.1
The lack of theoretical foundation of empirical gravity equations has two important implications. First, estimation results are biased due to omitted variables.
Second, and perhaps even more important, one cannot conduct comparative statics
exercises, even though this is generally the purpose of estimating gravity equations.
In order to conduct a comparative statics exercise, such as asking what the eﬀects
are of removing certain trade barriers, one has to be able to solve the general
equilibrium model before and after the removal of trade barriers.
In this paper we will (i) develop a method that consistently and eﬃciently estimates a theoretical gravity equation, (ii) use the estimated general equilibrium
gravity model to conduct comparative statics exercises of the eﬀect of trade barriers
on trade ßows, and (iii) apply the theoretical gravity model to resolve the “border
puzzle”. One of the most celebrated inferences from the gravity literature is Mc1

Bergstrand [1985, 1989] acknowledges the multilateral resistance term and deals with its
time series implications, but is unable to deal with the cross section aspects which are crucial for
proper treatment of bilateral trade barriers.
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Callum’s [1995] Þnding that the US-Canadian border led to 1988 trade between
Canadian provinces that is a factor 22 (2,200%) times trade between US states and
Canadian provinces. Obstfeld and Rogoﬀ [2000] pose it as one of their six puzzles
of open economy macro-economics. Helliwell and McCallum [1995] document its
violation of economists’ prior beliefs. Grossman [1998] says it is an unexpected
result, even more surprising than Treßer’s [1995] ‘mystery of the missing trade’. A
rapidly growing literature is aimed at measuring and understanding trade border
eﬀects.2 So far none of the subsequent research has explained McCallum’s Þnding.
We solve the border puzzle in this paper by applying the theory of the gravity
equation seriously both to estimation and to the general equilibrium comparative
statics of borders.
The Þrst step in solving the border puzzle is to estimate the gravity equation
correctly based on the theory. In doing so we aim to stay as close as possible to
McCallum’s [1995] gravity equation, in which bilateral trade ßows between two
regions depend on the output of both regions, their bilateral distance and whether
they are separated by a border. The theory modiÞes McCallum’s equation only
by adding the multilateral resistance variables. The second step in solving the
border puzzle is to conduct the general equilibrium comparative statics exercise
of removing the US-Canada border barrier in order to determine the eﬀect of the
border on trade ßows. The primary concern of policy makers and macroeconomic
analysts is the impact of borders on international trade. McCallum’s regression
model (and the subsequent literature following him) cannot validly be used to
infer such border eﬀects.3 In contrast, our theoretically grounded approach can
be used to compute the impact of borders both on intranational trade (within a
country) and international trade. Applying our approach to 1993 data, we Þnd that
borders reduce trade between the US and Canada by 44%, while reducing trade
among other industrialized countries by 29%. While not negligible, we consider
these to be plausibly moderate impacts of borders on international trade.
Two factors contribute to making McCallum’s ceteris paribus ratio of inter2

See Anderson and Smith [1999a,b], Chen [2000], Head and Ries [1999], Evans [2000a,b], Helliwell [1996,1997,1998], Helliwell and McCallum [1995], Haveman and Hummels (1999), Helliwell
and Verdier [2000], Hillberry [1998,1999,2001], Hillberry and Hummels (2001), Hummels [1999],
Messinger [1993], Wei [1996], and Wolf [2000].
3
McCallum cautiously did not claim that his estimated factor 22 implied that removal of the
border would raise Canada-US trade relative to within-Canada trade by 2200%.
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provincial to province-state trade so large. First, his estimate is based on a regression with omitted variables, the multilateral resistance terms. Estimating McCallum’s regression for 1993 data we Þnd a ratio of 16.4, while our calculation
based on asymptotically unbiased structural estimation and the computed general
equilibrium comparative statics of border removal implies a ratio of 10.7. Second, the magnitude of both ratios largely reßects the small size of the Canadian
economy. If we estimate McCallum’s regression with US data, we Þnd that trade
between states is only a factor 1.5 times trade between states and provinces. The
intuition is simple in the context of the model. Even a moderate barrier between
Canada and the rest of the world has a large eﬀect on multilateral resistance of
the provinces because Canada it is a small open economy that trades a lot with
the rest of the world (particularly the US). This signiÞcantly raises interprovincial
trade, by a factor 6 based on our estimated model. In contrast, the multilateral
resistance of US states is much less aﬀected by a border barrier since it does not
aﬀect the barrier between a state and the rest of the large US economy. Therefore
trade between the states is not much increased by border barriers.
To a large extent the contribution of this paper is methodological. Our speciÞcation can be applied in many diﬀerent contexts in which various aspects of
implicit trade barriers are the focus. Gravity equations similar to McCallum’s
have been estimated to determine the impact of trade unions4 , monetary unions5 ,
diﬀerent languages, adjacency, and a variety of other factors; all can be improved
with our methods. Gravity equations have also been applied to migration ßows,
equity ßows and FDI ßows.6 Here there is no received theory to apply, consistently
or not, but our results suggest the fruitfulness of theoretical foundations.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we will provide some results based on McCallum’s gravity equation. The main new aspect of
4

See Frankel, Jeﬀrey, Ernesto Stein and Shang-Jin Wei [1997].
Rose [2000] Þnds that trade among countries in a monetary union is three times the size
of trade among countries that are not in a monetary union, holding other trade costs constant.
Rose and van Wincoop (2001) apply the theory developed in this paper to compute the eﬀect of
monetary unions on bilateral trade.
6
The Þrst application to migration ßows dates from the nineteenth century writings by Ravenstein [1885,1889]. For a more recent application see Helliwell [1997]. Portes and Rey [1998]
applied a gravity equation to bilateral equity ßows. Brenton et. al. [1999] and Frankel and Wei
[1996] have applied the gravity equation to FDI ßows.
5
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this section is that we also report the results from the U.S. perspective, comparing
interstate trade to state-province trade. In section III we derive the theoretical
gravity equation. The main innovation here is to rewrite it in a simple symmetric
form, relating bilateral trade to size, bilateral trade barriers and multilateral resistance variables. Section IV discusses the procedure for estimating the theoretical
gravity equation, both for a two-country version of the model, consisting of the
U.S. and Canada, and for a multi-country version that also includes all other industrialized countries. The results are discussed in section V. Section VI performs
sensitivity analysis and the Þnal section concludes.

II

The McCallum Gravity Equation

McCallum [1995] estimated the following equation:
ln xij = α1 + α2 ln yi + α3 ln yj + α4 ln dij + α5 δij + ²ij

(1)

Here xij is exports from region i to region j, yi and yj are gross domestic production
in regions i and j, dij is the distance between regions i and j, and δij is a dummy
variable equal to one for inter-provincial trade and zero for state-province trade.
For the year 1988 McCallum estimated this equation using data for all 10 provinces
and for 30 states that account for 90% of U.S.-Canada trade. In this section we
will also report results when estimating (1) from the U.S. perspective. In that case
the dummy variable is one for interstate trade and zero for state-province trade.
We also report results when pooling all data, in which case there are two dummy
variables. The Þrst is one for interprovincial trade and zero otherwise, while the
second is one for interstate trade and zero otherwise.
The data are discussed in the Data Appendix. Without going into detail here,
a couple of comments are useful. The interprovincial and state-province trade data
are from diﬀerent divisions of Statistics Canada, while the interstate trade data
are from the Commodity Flow Survey conducted by the Bureau of the Census.
We follow McCallum by applying adjustment factors to the original data in order
to make them as closely comparable as possible. All results reported below are for
the year 1993, for which the interstate data are available. We follow McCallum
and others by using data for only 30 states.
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The results from estimating (1) are reported in Table 1. The Þrst three columns
report results for respectively (i) state-province and inter-provincial trade, (ii)
state-province and inter-state trade, (iii) state-province, inter-provincial and interstate trade. In the latter case there are separate border dummies for within-U.S.
trade and within-Canada trade. The Þnal three columns report the same results
after imposing unitary coeﬃcients on the GDP variables. This makes comparison
with our theoretically based gravity equation results easier because the theory
imposes unitary coeﬃcients.
Border − Canada is the exponential of the Canadian dummy variable coeﬃcient, α5 , which gives us the eﬀect of the border on the ratio of inter-provincial
trade to state-province trade after controlling for distance and size. Similarly,
Border−U S is the exponential of the coeﬃcient on the US dummy variable, which
gives the eﬀect of the border on the ratio of inter-state trade to state-province trade
after controlling for distance and size.
Four conclusions can be reached from the table. First, we conÞrm a very large
border coeﬃcient for Canada. The Þrst column shows that, after controlling for
distance and size, inter-provincial trade is 16.4 times state-province trade. This
is only somewhat lower than the border eﬀect of 22 that McCallum estimated
based on 1988 data. Second, the U.S. border coeﬃcient is much smaller. The
second column tells us that inter-state trade is a factor 1.50 times state-province
trade after controlling for distance and size. We will show below that this large
diﬀerence between the Canadian and U.S. border coeﬃcients is exactly what the
theory predicts. Third, these border coeﬃcients are very similar when pooling all
the data. Finally, the border coeﬃcients are also similar when unitary income
coeﬃcients are imposed. With pooled data and unitary income coeﬃcients (last
column), the Canadian border coeﬃcient is 14.2 and the U.S. border coeﬃcient is
1.62.
The bottom of the table reports results when remoteness variables are added.
We use the deÞnition of remoteness that has been commonly used in the literature
following McCallum’s paper. The regression then becomes
ln xij = α1 +α2 ln yi +α3 ln yj +α4 ln dij +α5 ln REMi +α6 ln REMj +α7 δij +²ij (2)
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where the remoteness of region i is
X

REMi =

dim /ym

(3)

m6=j

This variable is intended to reßect the average distance of region i from all trading
partners other than j. Although these remoteness variables are commonly used in
the literature, we will show in the next section that they are entirely disconnected
from the theory. Table 1 shows that adding remoteness indices for both regions
changes the border coeﬃcient estimates very little and also has very little additional
explanatory power based on the adjusted R2 .

III

The Gravity Model

The empirical literature cited above pays no more than lip service to theoretical justiÞcation. We show in this section how taking the existing gravity theory seriously
provides a diﬀerent model to estimate with a much more useful interpretation.
Anderson [1979] presented a theoretical foundation for the gravity model based
on constant elasticity of substitution (CES) preferences and goods that are diﬀerentiated by region of origin. Subsequent extensions (Bergstrand [1989,1990], Deardorﬀ [1998]) have preserved the CES preference structure and added monopolistic
competition or a Hecksher-Ohlin structure to explain specialization. A contribution of this paper is our manipulation of the CES expenditure system to derive an
operational gravity model with an elegantly simple form. On this basis we derive a
decomposition of trade resistance into three intuitive components: (i) the bilateral
trade barrier between region i and region j, (ii) i0 s resistance to trade with all
regions, and (iii) j 0 s resistance to trade with all regions.
The Þrst building block of the gravity model is that all goods are diﬀerentiated
by place of origin. We assume that each region is specialized in the production of
only one good.7 The supply of each good is Þxed.
The second building block is identical, homothetic preferences, approximated
by a CES utility function. If cij is consumption by region j consumers of goods
7

With this assumption we suppress Þner classiÞcations of goods. Our purpose is to reveal
resistance to trade on average, with special reference to the proper treatment of international
borders. Resistance to trade does diﬀer among goods, so there is something to be learned from
disaggregation.
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from region i, consumers in region j maximize
Ã
X

(1−σ)/σ (σ−1)/σ
βi
cij

i

!σ/(σ−1)

(4)

subject to the budget constraint
X

pij cij = yj .

(5)

i

Here σ is the elasticity of substitution between all goods, βi is a positive distribution
parameter, yj is the nominal income of region j residents, and pij is the price of
region i goods for region j consumers. Prices diﬀer between locations due to trade
costs that are not directly observable, and the main objective of the empirical work
is to identify these costs. Let pi denote the exporter’s supply price, net of trade
costs, and let tij be the trade cost factor between i and j. Then pij = pi tij .
We assume that the trade costs are borne by the exporter. We have in mind
information costs, design costs and various legal and regulatory costs as well as
transport costs. The new empirical literature on the export behavior of Þrms
(Roberts and Tybout [1995]; Bernard and Wagner [1998]) emphasizes the large
costs facing exporters. Formally, we assume that for each good shipped from i to
j the exporter incurs export costs equal to tij − 1 of country i goods. The exporter
passes on these trade costs to the importer. The nominal value of exports from
i to j (j’s payments to i) is xij = pij cij , the sum of the value of production at
the origin, pi cij and the trade cost (tij − 1)pi cij that the exporter passes on to the
P
importer. Total income of region i is therefore yi = j xij .8
The nominal demand for region i goods by region j consumers satisfying maximization of (4) subject to (5) is
xij =

Ã

βi pi tij
Pj

8

!(1−σ)

yj ,

(6)

The model is essentially the same when adopting the ‘iceberg melting’ structure of the
economic geography literature, whereby a fraction tij − 1 of goods shipped is lost in transport.
The only small diﬀerence is that observed f.o.b. trade data do not include transportation costs,
while they do include costs that are borne by the exporter and passed on to the importer. When
transportation costs are the only trade costs, the observed f.o.b. trade ßows are equal to pi cij .
The same is the case when the costs are borne by the importer. While we believe that most trade
costs are borne by the exporter, particularly for US-Canada trade where formal import barriers
are very low, this is not critical to the Þndings of the paper; the results would be similar when
assuming that observed trade ßows are equal to pi cij .
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where Pj is the consumer price index of j, given by
Pj =

"

X

(βi pi tij )

1−σ

i

#1/(1−σ)

.

(7)

The general equilibrium structure of the model imposes market clearance, which
implies:
yi =

X
j

xij =

X

(βi tij pi /Pj )1−σ yj = (βi pi )1−σ

j

X
j

(tij /Pj )1−σ yj , ∀i.

(8)

To derive the gravity equation, Deardorﬀ [1998] followed Anderson [1979] in
using market clearance (8) to solve for the coeﬃcients {βi } while imposing the
choice of units such that all supply prices pi were equal to one and then substituting into the import demand equation.9 Because we are interested in the general
equilibrium determination of prices and in comparative statics where these will
change, we apply the same technique to solve for the scaled prices {βi pi } from the
market clearing conditions (8) and substitute them in the demand equation (6).
P
DeÞne world nominal income by y W ≡ j yj and income shares by θj ≡ yj /y W .
The technique yields
Ã
!1−σ
yi yj
tij
xij = W
(9)
y
Πi Pj
where


1/(1−σ)
X
Πi ≡  (tij /Pj )1−σ θj 
.

(10)

j

Substituting the equilibrium scaled prices into (7), we obtain
Pj =

Ã
X

1−σ

(tij /Πi )

i

θi

!1/(1−σ)

.

(11)

Taken together, (10) and (11) can be solved for all Π0i s and Pi0 s in term of income
shares, bilateral trade barriers and σ.
We achieve a very useful simpliÞcation by assuming that the trade barriers are
9

Deardorﬀ simpliÞed by abstracting from the multiple goods classes which Anderson allowed
in his Appendix on the CES case.
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symmetric, that is, tij = tji .10 Under symmetry it is easily veriÞed that a solution
to (10)-(11) is Πi = Pi with:
Pj1−σ =

X
i

Piσ−1 θi t1−σ
∀j.
ij

(12)

This provides an implicit solution to the price indices as a function of all bilateral
trade barriers and income shares.11 The gravity equation then becomes
yi yj
xij = W
y

Ã

tij
Pi Pj

!1−σ

.

(13)

Our basic gravity model is (13) subject to (12). Equation (13) signiÞcantly simpliÞes expressions derived by Anderson [1979] and Deardorﬀ [1998], while our simultaneous use of the market clearing constraints to obtain the equilibrium price
indexes in (12) is a signiÞcant innovation that will allow us to estimate the gravity
equation and therefore make it operational.
We will refer to the price indices as “multilateral resistance” variables as they
depend on all bilateral resistances tij . A rise in trade barriers with all trading
partners will raise the index. For example, in the absence of trade barriers (all
tij = 1) it follows immediately from (12) that all price indices are equal to 1. Below
we will show that a marginal increase in cross-country trade barriers will raise all
price indices above 1. While the Pi are also consumer price indices in the model,
that would not be a proper interpretation of these indices more generally. One
can derive exactly the same gravity equation and solution to the Pi when trade
costs are non-pecuniary. An example is home bias in preferences, whereby cij in
10

There are many equilibria with asymmetric barriers that lead to the same equilibrium trade
ßows as with symmetric barriers, so that empirically they are impossible to distinguish. In
particular, if λi and λj are region speciÞc constants, multiplying tij by λj /λi ∀i, j leads to the
same equilibrium trade ßows (pi is multiplied by λi and Pj is multiplied by λj in (8)). The
product of the trade barriers in diﬀerent directions remains the same though. If the λ’s are
country-speciÞc, but diﬀer across countries, we have introduced asymmetric border barriers across
countries, while the product of border barriers remains the same. We can therefore interpret the
border barriers we estimate in this paper as an average of the barriers in both directions. Our
analysis suggests that inferential identiÞcation of the asymmetry is problematic.
11
The solution for the equilibrium price indexes from (12) can be shown to be unique. If we
denote by P̄i = Π̄i the solution to (12), the general solution to (10)-(11) is Pi = λP̄i and Πi =
Π̄i /λ for any non-zero λ. The solution (12) therefore implicitly adopts a particular normalization.
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the utility function is replaced by cij /tij . In that case Pi no longer represents the
consumer price index.
The gravity equation tells us that bilateral trade, after controlling for size,
depends on the bilateral trade barrier between i and j, relative to the product
of their multilateral resistance indices. It is easy to see why higher multilateral
resistance of the importer j raises its trade with i. For a given bilateral barrier
between i and j, higher barriers between j and its other trading partners will reduce
the relative price of goods from i and raise imports from i. Higher multilateral
resistance of the exporter i also raises trade. Higher trade barriers faced by an
exporter will lower the demand for its goods and therefore its supply price pi . For
a given bilateral barrier between i and j, this raises the level of trade between
them.
The gravity model (13), subject to (12), implies that bilateral trade is homogeneous of degree zero in trade costs, where these include the costs of shipping
within a region, tii . This follows because the equilibrium multilateral resistances
Pi are homogeneous of degree 1/2 in the trade costs. The economics behind the
formal result is that the constant vector of real products must be distributed despite higher trade costs. The rise in trade costs is oﬀset by the fall in supply prices
required to achieve shipment of the same volume.12
The key implication of the theoretical gravity equation is that trade between regions is determined by relative trade barriers. Trade between two regions depends
on the bilateral barrier between them relative to average trade barriers that both
regions face with all their trading partners. This insight has many implications for
the impact of trade barriers on trade ßows. Here we will focus on one important
set of implications related to the size of countries because they are useful in interpreting the Þndings in section V. Consider the simple thought experiment of a
uniform rise in border barriers between all countries. For simplicity we assume that
each region i is a frictionless country. We will discuss three general equilibrium
comparative static implications of this experiment, which are listed below.

Implication 1
12

The invariance of trade to uniform decreases in trade costs may oﬀer a clue as to why the
usual gravity model estimation has not found trade becoming less sensitive to distance over time
(Eichengreen and Irwin [1998]).
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Trade barriers reduce size-adjusted trade between large countries more than between
small countries.

Implication 2
Trade barriers raise size-adjusted trade within small countries more than within
large countries.

Implication 3
Trade barriers raise the ratio of size-adjusted trade within country 1 relative to
size-adjusted trade between countries 1 and 2 by more the smaller is country 1 and
the larger is country 2.
The experiment amounts to a marginal increase in trade barriers across all
countries, so dtij = dt, i 6= j; dtii = 0. Frictionless initial equilibrium implies
tij = 1 ∀i, j ⇒ Pi = 1. Diﬀerentiating (12 ) at tij = 1, ∀i, j yields13
dPi =

Ã

!

1
1X 2
− θi +
θ dt.
2
2 k k

(14)

Thus a uniform increase in trade barriers raises multilateral resistance more for a
small country than a large country.14 In a two-country example, where the small
country’s income is 10% of the total, a 20% trade barrier raises the price index
of the large country by 0.2%, while raising the price index of the small country
by 16%. This is not unlike the US-Canada example to which the model will be
applied later. For a very large country multilateral resistance is not much aﬀected
because increased trade barriers do not apply to trade within the country. For a
13

To obtain this expression we diﬀerentiate totally at tij = 1 = Pi to obtain
dPj =

X
i

P

θi dtij −

X

θi dPi +

i

1 X
dθi .
1−σ i

i dθi = 0, since the sum of the shares is equal to one. Multiplying each equation by θj and
P
P
θj dPj = (1 − θj2 )dt/2 and thus
summing using dtij = dt, i 6= j, dtii = 0, we solve for
P
dPi = (1/2 − θi + θj2 /2)dt.
14
Country size is determined by the endowment of the goods. It can be shown that at the
frictionless equilibrium, a rise in country i0 s endowment will lower its supply price pi , raise all
other supply prices, and with σ > 1 this will raise θi and lower the other income shares. Thus
we treat θi as an exogenous variable for the purposes of talking about country size.
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small country trade is more important and trade barriers therefore have a bigger
eﬀect on multilateral resistance.
(14) implies that the level of trade between countries i and j , after controlling
for size, changes by
Ã

yW
d xij
yi yj

!

= −(σ − 1)[θi + θj −

X

θk2 ]dt.

(15)

k

This implies that trade between large countries drops more than trade between
small countries (Implication 1). While two small countries face a larger bilateral trade barrier, they face the same increase in trade barriers with almost the
entire world. Bilateral trade depends on the relative trade resistance tij /Pi Pj .
Since multilateral trade resistance rises much more for small countries than for
large countries, relative trade resistance rises less for small countries, so that their
bilateral trade drops less.15
(14) also implies that trade within a country i, after controlling for size, increases by
Ã
!
X
yW
d xii
= (σ − 1)[1 − 2θi +
θk2 ]dt.
(16)
yi yi
k
Therefore trade within a small country increases more than trade within a large
country (Implication 2). A rise in multilateral resistance implies a drop in relative
resistance tii /Pi Pi for intranational trade. The drop is larger for small countries
that face a bigger increase in multilateral resistance.
Implication 3 follows from the previous two. After controlling for size, trade
within country i relative to trade between countries i and j rises by
Ã

xii /yi yi
d
xij /yi yj

!

= (σ − 1)[1 − θi + θj ]dt.

(17)

The increase is larger the smaller i and the bigger j. We already knew from Implication 2 that intranational trade rises most for small countries. From Implication
1 we also know that for a given small country international trade drops most with
large countries.
15

As is immediately clear from (15), trade between two small countries can even rise after
a uniform increase in trade barriers. This is because the pre-barrier prices pi drop more in
small countries than in large countries as small countries are more aﬀected by a drop in foreign
demand. This makes it more attractive for small countries to trade with each other than with
large countries.
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The implications relating to size are much more general than the speciÞcs of
the model might suggest. Consider the following example without any reference
to gravity equations and multilateral resistance variables. A small economy with
two regions and a large economy with 100 regions engage in international trade.
All regions have the same GDP. What matters here is not the number of regions,
but the relative size of the two economies as measured by total GDP. We only
introduce regions in this example because it is illustrative in the context of the
US states and Canadian provinces that are the focus of the empirical analysis.
Under borderless trade, all regions sell one unit of one good to all 102 regions
(including themselves). Now impose a barrier between the small and the large
country, reducing trade between the two countries by 20%. Region 1 in the small
country then reduces its exports to the large country by 20. It sells 10 more goods
to itself and 10 more goods to region 2 in the small country. Trade between the two
regions in the small country rises by a factor 11, while trade between two regions
in the large country rises by a factor of only 1.004 (an illustration of Implication
2 above). This shows that even a small drop in international trade can lead to a
very large increase in trade within a small country. Trade between the two regions
in the small country is now 13.75 times trade between regions in both countries,
while trade between two regions in the large country is only 1.255 times trade
between regions in the two countries (an illustration of Implication 3).
The Þnal step in our theoretical development of the gravity equation is to model
the unobservable trade cost factor tij . We follow other authors in hypothesizing
that tij is a loglinear function of observables: bilateral distance dij and whether
there is an international border between i and j :
tij = bij dρij .

(18)

bij = 1 if regions i and j are located in the same country. Otherwise bij is equal to
one plus the tariﬀ-equivalent of the border barrier between the countries in which
the regions are located. Other investigators have added other factors related to
trade barriers, such as adjacency and linguistic identity. We have chosen the trade
costs speciÞcation (18) to stay as close as possible to McCallum’s [1995] equation,
so that we can keep the focus on the multilateral resistance indices that are absent
from McCallum’s analysis.
We can now compare the theoretical gravity equation to that estimated in the
13

empirical literature. The theory implies that
ln xij = k+ln yi +ln yj +(1−σ)ρln dij +(1−σ)ln bij −(1−σ)ln Pi −(1−σ)ln Pj (19)
where k is a constant. The key diﬀerence between (19) and equation (1) estimated
by McCallum is the two price index terms. The omitted multilateral resistance
variables are functions of all bilateral trade barriers tij through (12), which in
turn are a function of dij and bij through the trade cost equation (18). Since the
multilateral resistance terms are therefore correlated with dij and bij , they create
omitted variable bias when the coeﬃcient of the distance and border variables is
interpreted as (1 − σ)ρ and (1 − σ) ln bij . Our multilateral resistance variables bear
some resemblance to “remoteness” indexes such as (3) that have been included
in gravity equation estimates subsequent to McCallum’s paper. But the latter do
not include border barriers and even without border barriers the functional form
is entirely disconnected from the theory.
A small diﬀerence between the theory and the empirical literature is that the
theoretical gravity equation imposes unitary income elasticities. Anderson [1979]
provided a rationale for earlier (and subsequent) empirical gravity work that estimates non-unitary income elasticities. He allowed for nontraded goods and assumed a reduced form function of the expenditure share falling on traded goods as
a function of total income. We already found in section II that imposing unitary
income elasticities has little eﬀect on McCallum’s border estimates. We will therefore impose unitary income elasticities in most of the analysis, leaving an extension
to non-unitary elasticities to sensitivity analysis.

IV

Estimation

We implement the theory both in the context of a two-country model, consisting
of the U.S. and Canada, and a multi-country model that also includes other industrialized countries. The latter approach is obviously more realistic as it takes
into account that the US and Canada also trade with other countries. It has the
additional advantage that it delivers an estimate of the impact of border barriers
on trade among the other industrialized countries. We Þrst discuss the two-country
model and then the multi-country model.
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IV.1

Two-Country Model

In the two-country model we estimate the gravity equation for trade ßows among
the same 30 states and 10 provinces as in McCallum [1995]. We do not include
in the sample the other 21 regions (20 states plus DC), which account for about
15% of US GDP, and trade ßows internal to a state or province. However, in order
to compute the multilateral resistance variables for the regions in our sample,
we do need to use information on size and distance associated with the other 21
regions and we also need to use information on the distances within regions. We
simplify by aggregating the other 21 regions into one region, deÞning the distance
between this region and region i in our sample as the GDP weighted average of
the distance between i and each of the 21 regions that make up the new region.
There is no obvious way to compute distances internal to a region. Fortunately, as
we will show in section VI, our results are not very sensitive to assumptions about
internal distance. We use the proxy developed by Wei [1996], which is one fourth
the distance of a region’s capital from the nearest capital of another region.16
In the two-country model bij = b1−δij , where b−1 represents the tariﬀ-equivalent
US-Canada border barrier and δij is the same dummy variable as in section II, equal
to 1 if i and j are in the same country and zero otherwise.
We estimate a stochastic form of (13):
ln zij ≡ ln

³

xij
yi yj

´

= k + a1 ln dij + a2 (1 − δij )

−ln Pi1−σ − ln Pj1−σ + εij .

(20)

where a1 = (1−σ)ρ and a2 = (1−σ)ln b. To stay as close as possible to McCallum’s
[1995] regression we have simply added an error term to the logarithmic form of the
gravity equation, which one can think of as reßecting measurement error in trade.
Apart from the unitary income elasticities, the only diﬀerence with McCallum
[1995] is the presence of the two multilateral resistance terms.
The multilateral resistance terms are not observables. As discussed above, the
price indices in general cannot be interpreted as consumer price levels.17 The
observables in our model are distances, borders and income shares. Using the 41
16

For the region obtained from the aggregation of the 21 regions, we compute internal distance
P21 P21
as i=1 j=1 si sj dij , where si is the ratio of GDP in region i to total GDP of the 21-region

area.
17
Even if one assumes that the price indices are consumer price levels, which would require
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goods market equilibrium conditions (12) and the trade cost function (18), we can
solve for the vector of the Pi1−σ as an implicit function of observables and model
parameters a1 and a2 :
Pj1−σ =

X
i

Piσ−1 θi ea1 ln dij +a2 (1−δij ) ∀j = 1, .., 41.

(21)

After substituting the implicit solutions for the Pi1−σ in (20), the gravity equation
to be estimated becomes:
ln z = h(d, δ, θ; k, a1 , a2 ) + ²

(22)

where z, d, δ, θ, and ² are vectors that contain all the elements of the corresponding
variables with subscripts, and h(.) is the right hand side of (20) after substituting
the equilibrium Pi1−σ and Pj1−σ .
The right hand side is now written explicitly as a function of observables. We
estimate (22) with non-linear least squares, minimizing the sum of squared errors.
For any set of parameters the error terms of the regression can only be computed
after Þrst solving for the 41 equations in (21). The estimated parameters are k, a1
and a2 .18 The substitution elasticity σ cannot be estimated separately as it enters
in multiplicative form with the trade cost parameters ρ and ln b in a1 and a2 .19
Our estimator is unbiased if ε is uncorrelated with the derivatives of h with
respect to d, δ and θ. This is not a problem when we interpret ²ij simply as
measurement error associated with bilateral trade, as we have done. Errors can
that all trade costs are pecuniary costs, there are still many measurement problems that makes
them unobservable for our purposes. Non-traded goods, which are not present in our model,
play a key role in explaining diﬀerences in price levels across countries and regions. In the short
to medium-run nominal exchange rates also have a signiÞcant impact on the ratio of price levels
across countries. Moreover, while comparable price level data are available for countries, this is
not the case for states and provinces.
18
Computationally, we solve
XX£
¤2
ln zij − k − a1 ln dij − a2 (1 − δij ) + ln Pi1−σ + ln Pj1−σ
min
k,a1 ,a2

i

j6=i

subject to Pj1−σ =

X
i

Piσ−1 θi ea1 ln dij +a2 (1−δij ) ∀i, j.

19

As Hummels (1999) has shown, identiÞcation of σ is possible in applications where elements
of tij are directly observable, as with tariﬀs.
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enter the model in many other ways of course, about which the theory has little to
say. In particular, it is possible that the trade cost function (18) is mis-speciÞed
in that other factors than just distance and borders matter, or the functional form
is incorrect. One could add an error term to the trade cost function to capture
this. If this error term is correlated with d or δ, our estimates will be biased. But
this is a standard omitted variables problem that is not speciÞc to the presence of
multilateral resistance terms. We have chosen the trade cost function to stay as
close as possible to McCallum’s [1995] speciÞcation. If an error term in the trade
cost function is uncorrelated with d and δ, there is still the problem that the error
term aﬀects equilibrium prices and therefore income shares θi , which aﬀect the
multilateral resistance terms. In practice the bias resulting from this is very small
though. As we will report below, even if we take the dramatic step of entirely
removing the US-Canada border, practically none of the resulting changes in the
Pi1−σ are associated with changes in income shares.
An alternative to the estimation method described above is to replace the
multilateral resistance terms with region-speciÞc dummies. This leads to consistent
estimates of model parameters. Hummels (1999) has done so for a gravity equation
using disaggregated US import data. The main advantage is simplicity as ordinary
least squares can be used. Another advantage is that we do not need to make any
assumptions about distances internal to states and provinces, which are diﬃcult to
measure and needed to compute the structural multilateral resistance terms. Rose
and van Wincoop (2001) use this estimator when applying the method in this
paper to determine the eﬀect on trade of monetary unions. We need to emphasize
though that the Þxed eﬀects estimator is less eﬃcient than the non-linear least
squares estimator discussed above, which uses information on the full structure of
the model. The simple Þxed eﬀects estimator is not necessarily more robust to
speciÞcation error. For example, if the trade cost function is mis-speciÞed, either
in terms of functional form or set of variables, both estimators are biased to the
extent that the speciÞcation error is correlated with distance or the border dummy.
For comparative statics analysis, such as removing the US-Canada border, the
structural model can be used with either method of estimation. We use the Þxed
eﬀects estimator in sensitivity analysis reported in Table 6, giving similar results.
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IV.2

Multi-Country Model

In the multi-country model the world consists of all industrialized countries, a total
of 22 countries.20 In that case there are 61 regions in our analysis: 30 states, the
rest of the US, 10 provinces, and 20 other countries. We will often refer to the 20
additional countries as ROW (rest of the world). In this expanded environment we
assume that border barriers bij may diﬀer for US-Canada trade, US-ROW trade,
Canada-ROW trade and ROW-ROW trade. We deÞne these respectively as bUS,CA ,
bU S,ROW , bCA,ROW and bROW,ROW .
For consistency with the estimation method in the two-country model, and
given our focus on the US-Canada border eﬀect, we will continue to estimate
the parameters by minimizing the sum of the squared residuals for the 30 states
and 10 provinces. But there are now 3 additional parameters that aﬀect the
multilateral resistance variables of the states and provinces: (1 − σ)ln bU S,ROW ,
(1 − σ)ln bCA,ROW , and (1 − σ)ln bROW,ROW . We impose three constraints in
order to obtain estimates for these parameters. The constraints set the average of
the residuals for US-ROW trade, CA-ROW trade and ROW-ROW trade equal to
zero.21 Formally,
X

(εU S,j + εj,U S ) = 0

j∈ROW

X

(εCA,j + εj,CA ) = 0

j∈ROW
20

Those are the US, Canada, Australia, Japan, New Zealand, Austria, Belgium-Luxembourg,
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, UK.
21
Apart from consistency with the two-country estimation method, there are two reasons why
we prefer this estimation method as opposed to minimizing the sum of all squared residuals,
including those of the ROW countries. First, border barriers are likely to be diﬀerent across
country pairs for the 20 other industrialized countries. Neither estimation method allows us to
identify all these barriers separately, but the method we chose is less sensitive to such diﬀerences
as we only use information on the average error terms involving the ROW countries. Second,
the alternative method of minimizing the sum of all squared residuals has weaker Þnite sample
properties. The US-ROW barrier has a much greater impact on US-ROW trade than on trade
among the states and provinces, but US-ROW observations are only 2% of the sample. If there is
only weak spurious correlation between the 1511 error terms for trade among states and provinces
and the partial derivatives of the corresponding multilateral resistance terms with respect to the
US-ROW barrier, it could signiÞcantly aﬀect the estimate of that barrier.
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X

X

εij = 0

i,j∈ROW i6=j

Since we have data on trade only between the ROW countries and all of the US,
the residuals εUS,j and εj,U S are deÞned as the log of bilateral trade between the
US and country j minus the log of predicted trade, where the latter is obtained
by summing over the model’s predicted trade between j and all US regions. The
same is done for trade between Canada and countries in ROW.22

V

Results

Our goal in this section is three-fold. First, we report results from estimating
the theoretical gravity equation. Second, we use the estimated gravity equation to
determine the impact of national borders on trade ßows. This is done by computing
the change in bilateral trade ßows after removing the border barriers. Finally,
we use the estimated gravity equation to account for the estimated McCallum
border parameters. This procedure illustrates the role of the multilateral resistance
variables in generating a much smaller McCallum border parameter for the US
than for Canada as well as the eﬀect of the omitted variable bias in McCallum’s
procedure.

V.1

Parameter Estimates

Table 2 reports the bilateral trade resistance parameter estimates. The estimate of
the US-Canada border barrier is very similar in both the two-country model and
the multi-country model. In the multi-country model the border barrier estimates
are also strikingly similar across country pairs. The barrier between the US and
Canada is only slightly lower than between the other 20 industrialized countries,
22

Data on exports from individual states to ROW countries do exist (see Feenstra [1997]), but
this is based on information about the location of the exporter, which is often not the location of
the plant where the goods are produced. The International Trade Division and the Input Output
Divisions of Statistics Canada both report data on trade between provinces and the rest of the
world. The data from the IO Division are considered more reliable, but only the IT division
reports trade with individual countries. The diﬀerences between the total export and import
numbers reported by both divisions are often very large (almost a factor 8 diﬀerence for imports
by Prince Edward Island).
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the majority of which is trade among European Union countries. The only border
barrier that is a bit higher than the others is between Canada and the ROW
countries.
As discussed above, we can estimate only (1 − σ)ln b. We would need to make
an assumption about the elasticity of substitution σ in order to obtain an estimate of b − 1, the ad valorem tariﬀ equivalent of the border barrier. The model
is of course highly stylized in that there is only one elasticity. In reality some
goods may be perfect substitutes, with an inÞnite elasticity, while others are weak
substitutes. Hummels [1999] obtains estimates for the elasticity of substitution
within industries. The results depend on the disaggregation of the industries. The
average elasticity is respectively 4.8, 5.6 and 6.9 for 1-digit, 2-digit and 3-digit industries. For further levels of disaggregation the elasticities could be much higher,
with some goods close to perfect substitutes.23 It is therefore hard to come up
with an appropriate average elasticity. To give a sense of the numbers though, the
estimate of −1.58 for (1 − σ)ln bU S,CA in the multi-country model implies a tariﬀ
equivalent of respectively 48%, 19% and 9% if the average elasticity is 5, 10 and
20.
The last three rows of Table 2 report the average error terms for interstate,
interprovincial and state-province trade. Particularly for the multi-country model
they are close to zero. The average percentage diﬀerence between actual trade and
predicted trade in the multi-country model is respectively 6%, -2% and -4% for
interstate, interprovincial and state-province trade. The largest error term in the
two-country model is for interprovincial trade, where on average actual trade is
17% lower than predicted trade.24
23

For example, for a highly homogeneous commodity such a silver bullion, Feenstra [1994]
estimates a 42.9 elasticity of substitution among varieties imported from 15 diﬀerent countries.
24
The R̄2 is respectively 0.43 and 0.45 for the two-country and multi-country model, which is
somewhat lower than the 0.55 for the McCallum equation with unitary elasticities (last column
Table 1). This is not a test of the theory though because McCallum’s equation is not theoretically
grounded. It also does not imply that multilateral resistance does not matter; the dummies
in McCallum’s equation capture the average diﬀerence in multilateral resistance of states and
provinces. With a higher estimate of internal distance, the R̄2 from the structural model becomes
quite close to that in the McCallum equation. It turns out though that internal distance has
little eﬀect on our key results (section VI).
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V.2

The Impact of the Border on Bilateral Trade

We now turn to the general equilibrium comparative static implications of the
estimated border barriers for bilateral trade ßows. We will calculate the ratio of
trade ßows with border barriers to that under the borderless trade implied by our
model estimates. Appendix B discusses how we compute the equilibrium after
removing all border barriers while maintaining distance frictions. It turns out that
we need to know the elasticity σ in order to solve for the free trade equilibrium.
This is because the new income shares θi depend on relative prices, which depend
on σ. We set σ = 5, but we will show in the sensitivity analysis section that results
are almost identical for other elasticities. The elasticity σ plays no role other than
to aﬀect the equilibrium income shares a little.
In what follows we deÞne the “average” of trade variables and (transforms of
the) multilateral resistance variables as the exponential of the average logarithm
of these variables, consistent with McCallum [1995].25
The multilateral resistance variables are critical to understanding the impact
of border barriers on bilateral trade and understanding what accounts for the
McCallum border parameters. DeÞning regions in the US, Canada and ROW as
three sets, Table 3 reports the average transform of multilateral resistance P σ−1
for regions in each of these sets. The results are shown both with the estimated
border barrier and under borderless trade. As discussed in section III, based on the
model we would expect border barriers to lead to a larger increase of multilateral
resistance in small countries than in large countries. This is exactly what we see
in Table 3. P σ−1 rises by 12% for US states, while it rises by a factor 2.44 for
Canadian provinces.26 The number is intermediate for ROW countries, whose size
is also intermediate. The Canadian border creates a barrier between provinces and
most of its potential trading partners, while states face no border barriers with the
25

McCallum’s border eﬀect is the diﬀerence between the average logarithm of bilateral trade
among regions in the same country and the average logarithm of bilateral trade of regions in
diﬀerent countries. This is converted back to levels by taking the exponential. Among a set
of regions, bilateral trade between two regions is therefore considered to be average when the
logarithm of bilateral trade is average within the set.
26
Very little of the change in P σ−1 is associated with a change in income shares θi . The change
in income shares alone would lower P σ−1 for Canadian provinces by 0.4% and raise it for states
by 0.8%.
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rest of the large US economy. Multilateral resistance therefore rises much more for
provinces than for states.
Even under borderless trade Pi1−σ is substantially higher for provinces than for
states. Distances are somewhat larger on average between the US and Canada
than within them. This aﬀects multilateral resistance for provinces more than for
states as most potential trading partners of the provinces are outside their country,
while for the states they are inside the country. This is again the result of the small
size of the Canadian economy.
Table 3 reports the transforms Pi1−σ of the multilateral resistance indices because they matter for trade levels. It is worthwhile pointing out that the Pi themselves, which are a measure of average trade barriers faced by regions, rise much
less as a result of borders. For σ = 5, Pi rises on average by 3% for states and 25%
for Canadian provinces. For higher σ these numbers are even smaller.
Table 4 reports the impact of border barriers on bilateral trade ßows among
and within each of the three sets of regions (US, CA, ROW). Size is controlled for
by multiplying the bilateral trade numbers by y W /(yi yj ). Letting a tilde denote
borderless trade, the ratio of average trade between regions in sets h and k (h, k =
U S, CA, ROW ) with and without border barriers is
b1−σ
hk

Ã

Phσ−1
P̃hσ−1

!Ã

Pkσ−1
P̃kσ−1

!

(23)

where Phσ−1 refers to the average of regions in that set. We can therefore break
down the impact of border barriers on trade into the impact of the bilateral border
barrier and the impact of border barriers on multilateral resistance of regions in
both sets. To the extent that border barriers raise average trade barriers faced
by an importer and an exporter (multilateral resistance), it dampens the negative
impact of the bilateral border barrier on trade between the two countries. In what
follows we will focus on the numbers for the more realistic multi-country model.
Implication 2 of the theory that cross-country trade barriers raise trade within
a country more for small than for large countries is strongly conÞrmed in Table
4. The table reports a spectacular factor 6 increase in interprovincial trade due to
borders, while interstate trade rises by only 25%. The larger increase in multilateral resistance of the provinces leads to a bigger drop in relative trade resistance
tii /Pi Pi for trade within Canada than within the US, explaining the large increase
in interprovincial trade.
22

Table 4 also reports that borders reduce trade between the US and Canada
to a fraction 0.56 of that under borderless trade, or by 44%. Trade among ROW
countries is reduced by 29%. The bilateral border barrier itself implies an 80%
drop in trade between states and provinces, but increased multilateral resistance,
particularly for provinces, raises state-province trade by a factor 2.72. While US
goods have become more expensive for Canada due to the border barrier, the small
size of the Canadian economy implies that the average trade barrier faced by Canadian provinces has substantially increased as well. This signiÞcantly moderates the
negative impact on US-Canada trade.
It may seem somewhat surprising that trade between the ROW countries drops
somewhat less than between the US and Canada, particularly because the estimates in Table 2 imply a slightly lower US-Canada border barrier. But it can be
understood in the context of Implication 1 from the theory that border barriers
have a bigger eﬀect on trade between countries the larger their size. For the same
border barriers US-Canada trade would have dropped much less if the US were
a much smaller country. This also explains why trade between the US and the
ROW countries drops somewhat more than between the US and Canada. Canada
is even smaller than the average ROW country. Based on size alone one would
expect trade between Canada and the ROW countries to drop less than between
Canada and the US, but this is not the case as a result of the higher trade barrier
between Canada and the ROW countries.

V.3

Intranational Trade Relative to International Trade

McCallum aimed to measure the impact of borders on intranational trade (within
Canada) to international trade (between US and Canada). In this section we will
show that the large McCallum border parameter for Canada is due to a combination of (i) the relative small size of the Canadian economy and (ii) omitted
variables bias.
The impact of border barriers on intranational relative to international trade
follows immediately from Table 4 and is reported in the Þrst row of Table 5. The
multi-country model implies that national borders lead to trade between provinces
that is a factor 10.7 larger than between states and provinces. In contrast, border
barriers raise trade between states by only a factor 2.24 relative to trade between
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states and provinces. This is exactly as anticipated by Implication 3 of the theory.
It is the result of the relatively small size of Canada, leading to a factor 6 increase
in trade between the provinces. The small change in trade between US states leads
to a correspondingly much smaller increase in intranational to international trade
for the US.
This is only part of the explanation for the large McCallum border parameter for Canada. The other part is the result of omitted variables bias in two
distinct senses: estimation and computation. By estimation bias we mean the
ordinary econometric omitted variables bias. By computation bias we mean the
erroneous comparative statics which arise from a reduced form calculation which
omits terms. In order to analyze the omitted variables bias, rewrite the theoretical
gravity equation as
ln xij = k + ln yi + ln yj + ρ(1 − σ)ln dij + Rij + ²ij

(24)

where
Rij = (1 − σ)ln bij − (1 − σ)ln Pi − (1 − σ)ln Pj
Rij measures the sum of all trade resistance terms with the exception of the bilateral distance term. McCallum estimated (24), but replaced Rij with a dummy
variable that is 1 for interprovincial trade and 0 for state-province trade. In the
absence of the multilateral resistance terms this would yield unbiased estimates of
(1 − σ)ρ and (1 − σ)ln b. But since the omitted multilateral resistance terms are
correlated with both distance and the border dummy, McCallum’s regression does
not yield an unbiased estimate of either (1 − σ)ρ or (1 − σ)ln b. Next, consider
computation bias. Assume for the moment that McCallum had correctly estimated
the parameter (1 − σ)ρ multiplying bilateral distance. In that case McCallum’s
border eﬀect can still not be interpreted as the eﬀect of borders on the ratio of
interprovincial trade relative to state-province trade. In the context of the theory
we can then interpret McCallum’s border parameter for Canada as an estimator
of the average of Rij for interprovincial trade minus the average for state-province
trade, and similarly for the US.27 Taking the exponential for comparison with
27

We will take the average over all trade pairs, even though for a few state-province pairs and
state-state pairs no trade data exist. Taking the average only over pairs for which trade data
exist leads to almost identical numbers.
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McCallum’s headline number, we get (following the notation of section II)
BorderCanada = (bUS,CA )σ−1

σ−1
PCA
.
PUσ−1
S

(25)

Similarly, for the US we get
BorderU S = (bU S,CA )σ−1

PUσ−1
S
σ−1 .
PCA

(26)

The theoretical McCallum border parameters implied by (25)-(26) are reported
in the second row of Table 5. For the multi-country model the border parameters
are 14.8 for Canada and 1.63 for the US. This corresponds closely to the 14.2
and 1.62 parameters reported in the last column of Table 1 when estimating McCallum’s regression with unitary income coeﬃcients. The much higher Canadian
σ−1
(transform of) multilateral resistance term, PCA
, than the US multilateral resisσ−1
tance term, PU S , blows up the border eﬀect for Canada, while dampening it with
the same factor for the US.
A comparison of rows 1 and 2 of Table 5 shows that McCallum’s measure for
Canada overstates our consistent estimate of the impact of borders on intranational
trade relative to international trade. The reason is that in the correct measure of
the impact of borders on intranational relative to international trade, the multilateral resistance terms in (25) and (26) are replaced by the ratio of multilateral
resistance with border barriers relative to that without border barriers; the comparative static experiment of taking away the borders must include its eﬀect on
multilateral resistance. McCallum’s measure would have implied a border parameter larger than 1 for Canada even in the absence of border barriers because of the
higher multilateral resistance of provinces than states due to distance alone.
The diﬀerence between the two rows in Table 5 illustrates the omitted variables
bias in McCallum’s results due to comparative statics alone as we have used the
parameter estimates from the theoretical model to compute (25) and (26). It turns
out that almost all of the bias resulting from omitted variables is associated with
comparative statics as opposed to a biased estimate of the distance coeﬃcient
(1 − σ)ρ. If we re-estimate McCallum’s regression in the last column of Table
1 after imposing the distance coeﬃcient obtained from estimating the theoretical
gravity equation, the resulting McCallum border coeﬃcient changes only slightly
from 14.2 to 14.7.
25

There is also a literature that has estimated the impact of borders on domestic
trade relative to international trade for a wide range of other OECD countries. This
literature is based on McCallum type regressions, often with atheoretical remoteness variables added, using international trade data combined with an estimate of
total domestic trade in each of the countries. The Þndings from this literature can
be compared to the theory. Based on the estimated multi-country model, international trade among the ROW countries drops to a fraction 0.71 of that under free
trade, while intranational trade rises on average by a factor 3.8. This implies a
factor 5.4 (3.8/0.71) increase in intranational trade relative to international trade,
which falls within the range of estimates of about 2.5 to 10 that have been reported
in the empirical literature. For example, Helliwell [1998] reports a factor 5.7 for
1992 data, estimating (2) with the atheoretical remoteness variables (3) included.
Our Þndings suggest that the trade home bias reported in this literature is primarily a result of the large increase in intranational trade. International trade
drops by only 29% as a result of borders. Intranational trade rises so much for the
same reason that interprovincial trade rises so much in Canada. Most countries
are relatively small as a fraction of the world economy.

VI

Sensitivity Analysis

Table 6 reports the results from a variety of sensitivity analysis. In order to save
space we report only the key variables of interest, the impact of borders on trade
and the McCallum border parameter. For comparison we report in column (i)
results from the base regression.
Column (ii) assumes a higher elasticity of substitution σ = 10 (in the benchmark σ = 5). This has no impact on the nonlinear least squares estimator itself
but, as discussed in section V.2, it aﬀects somewhat the equilibrium when removing the border barrier. It is clear though from column (ii) that the diﬀerence is
negligible. The same is the case when we lower σ to 2 or raise it 20 (not reported).
The insensitivity to σ is encouraging as there is little agreement about the precise
magnitude of this parameter.
Columns (iii) and (iv) report results when we respectively double and halve
our measure of distance internal to states, provinces and the other industrialized
countries. While we have used the proxy by Wei [1996] that has been commonly
26

used in the literature, this is only a rough estimate. The correct measure depends
a lot on a region’s geography.28 Helliwell [1998] Þnds that results are very sensitive
to internal distance when applying a McCallum gravity equation to international
and intranational trade of OECD countries. Halving internal distances reduces the
border eﬀect by about half, while doubling internal distances more than doubles
it. In contrast, columns (iii) and (iv) of Table 6 show that doubling or halving
internal distances has very little eﬀect on our results. A big advantage of the USCanada data set is that the intranational trade data are for interstate trade and
interprovincial trade. It is relatively easy to measure distances between states and
between provinces. We do not use data on trade internal to a state or province,
for which distance is hard to measure. In our regression internal distance matters
only to the extent that it aﬀects multilateral resistance.
Column (v) reports results when we do not use data on interstate trade. The
reason for doing so is that McCallum did not use interstate trade data and we
do not want to leave the impression that the interstate data set is critical to
our Þndings. The results reported in column (v) are somewhat diﬀerent from
those based on the benchmark regression, but they are qualitatively identical. The
reported impact of borders on trade levels is not statistically diﬀerent from that
reported under the benchmark regression. If anything it reinforces our key Þnding
of a moderate impact of borders on international trade. The multi-country model
tells us that US-Canada trade is reduced by 37% as a result of border barriers,
while trade among other industrialized countries is reduced by 17%.
Columns (vi) and (vii) report results when allowing for non-unitary income
elasticities. Anderson [1979] allowed for non-unitary income elasticities by modeling the fraction spent on tradable goods. We have used total GDP, from hereon
Y , as an estimate of tradables output y in the model. But in reality GDP also
includes non-tradables. Anderson [1979] assumed that a fraction φ of total income
is spent on tradables, so that spending on tradables is φY . Because of balanced
trade, output of tradables must also be φY . Anderson allowed φ to be a function
of both Y and N (population). Column (vi) reports results when φ = Y α , so
that bilateral trade is equal to Yi1+α Yj1+α times the trade resistance terms. While
this introduces non-unitary income elasticities, as in McCallum [1995], we should
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For example, it is possible that most trade takes place within one industrial area, in which
case the appropriate measure of internal distance could be close to zero.
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stress that there is no clear theoretical foundation for specifying the fraction spent
on tradables as Y α . Column (vii) reports results when φ = (Y /N)α . In that case
bilateral trade is equal to Yi1+α Yj1+α Ni−α Nj−α times the trade resistance terms.
This assumption has somewhat more solid theoretical grounding. The well known
Balassa-Samuelson eﬀect tells us that regions with higher productivity in the tradables sector will have a higher relative price of non-tradables, which should raise
the fraction spent on tradables. To the extent that Y /N proxies for productivity
in the tradables sector, one might expect α to be positive. This is indeed what
we Þnd in the estimation.29 The results reported in Table 6, while they change
somewhat from the base regression, are still qualitatively the same. If anything,
we Þnd that the impact of borders on international trade is reduced somewhat
further when φ is a function of Y /N .
Column (viii) reports results based on Þxed eﬀects estimation, replacing the
transforms of multilateral resistance terms with region dummies. This is feasible
only in the two-country model. It again has very little eﬀect on the trade results.
It is worthwhile pointing out that while the border parameter (1 − σ)ln b does not
change much, the distance parameter (1 − σ)ρ drops from -0.79 in the structural
model to -1.25. This suggests that internal distances are larger than assumed when
estimating the structural model. Raising the benchmark internal distances leads
to a more negative estimate of (1 − σ)ρ in the structural model. It also raises the
adjusted R2 and leads to a higher correlation between the region dummies and
the theoretical multilateral resistance terms. Fixed costs of transportation may
provide a justiÞcation for higher internal distances.
As a Þnal form of sensitivity analysis, in the last column of Table 6 we report
results for the multi-country model when we estimate all parameters by minimizing
the sum of all squared residuals, including the ROW-ROW, US-ROW and CAROW residuals. As discussed above, an important reason for not doing so in the
Þrst place is that this estimation procedure has weaker Þnite sample properties,
primarily because there are relatively few US-ROW and CA-ROW observations.
One implausible Þnding, not reported in Table 6, is that the US-ROW barrier now
becomes lower than the US-CA border barrier, with (1 − σ)ln b of respectively
-0.88 and -1.48. Nonetheless the results reported in Table 6, the impact of borders
29

For example, in the multi-country model we Þnd α = 1.07, and similar for the two-country
model. When ψ = Y α , we Þnd that α is about 0.3 for both models.
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on trade and the McCallum parameters, remain quite close to those under the
benchmark regression.
Overall we can therefore conclude that the results from the benchmark regression are robust to a wide range of sensitivity analysis.

VII

Conclusion

Although commonly estimated gravity equations generally have a very good Þt to
the data, we have shown that they are not theoretically grounded. This leads to
biased estimation, incorrect comparative statics analysis, and generally a lack of
understanding of what is driving the results. In this paper we have developed a
method that consistently and eﬃciently estimates a theoretical gravity equation.
We have applied the method to solve the border puzzle. We Þnd that borders
reduce bilateral national trade levels by plausible though substantial magnitudes.
The results of previous studies that imply enormous border eﬀects are explicable
in terms of our model:(i) they considered the eﬀect of the border on the ratio
intranational to international trade, (ii) this border eﬀect is inherently large for
small countries, and (iii) omitted variables biased the estimated border eﬀect upwards. The approach can easily be applied to determine the eﬀect of many other
institutions on bilateral trade ßows.
The methodology we developed is based on existing gravity theory, which makes
a variety of simplifying assumptions that need to be generalized in future research.
One important drawback of the existing theory is that all countries import all varieties of a good from all countries that produce the good. Haveman and Hummels
(1999) Þnd that this violates available evidence that many goods are imported from
only one or two producers. They suggest extensions of the model that involve homogeneous goods, diﬀerences in preferences, and Þxed costs.30 Another limitation
of the model is the assumption of an endowment economy. Border barriers can
also aﬀect trade through their impact of the production structure. Hillberry and
Hummels (2000) discuss the eﬀect of borders on production location of intermediate goods producers, while Yi (1999) analyzes at the eﬀect of tariﬀs on trade in the
context of vertical specialization. We believe that these are all fruitful directions
30

Evans (2001) and Hillberry (2001) analyze the impact of borders when there are Þxed costs.
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for future research. We suspect though that the key aspect of the gravity model,
the dependence of trade on bilateral and multilateral resistance, will hold up under
a wide range of generalizations.
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Appendix A: The Data
The paper uses data on trade, distances, GDP and population for states,
provinces, and 20 other industrialized countries. Before turning to a detailed
discussion of the trade data, we describe the sources of the other data Þrst. Great
circle distances are computed using the longitude and latitude of states, provinces
and other countries, obtained from the web site http://www.indo.com/distance/.
GDP data are from Statistics Canada for the provinces, the Bureau of Economic
Analysis for the states, and from the IMF’s International Financial Statistics for
the 20 other industrialized countries. Population data are from the Bureau of the
Census for the states. For provinces and the other industrialized countries the
source is the same as for GDP.
The paper combines four trade datasets: interprovincial merchandise trade
from the Input-Output Division of Statistics Canada; province-trade merchandise trade from the International Trade Division of Statistics Canada; interstate
commodity ßows from the Commodity Flow Survey by the U.S. Census; and merchandise trade among the other industrialized countries from the IMF’s Direction
of Trade Statistics. It should be said from the outset that these datasets use concepts that are diﬀerent from each other and adjustments are necessary in order to
make them more compatible.
McCallum [1995] combines the Þrst two data sources listed above. The IO
Division, which collects the interprovincial trade data, also collects data on trade
between each province and the rest of the world. Those data net out exports
and imports that are en route to and from other provinces. The trade data from
the IT Division, on the other hand, are based on customs data, for which the
original source and Þnal destination of shipments are not known. There is a nice
discussion of these issues in Anderson and Smith [1999a,b]. Because the data of
the IO Division are more reliable, McCallum multiplies the state-province trade
ßows from the IT Division by the ratio of trade of each province with the rest of
the world from the IO and IT sources. Helliwell [1998] makes the same adjustment,
but at the more detailed level of 27 individual industries. In this paper we use the
data with the more detailed adjustment by Helliwell. Data are available for all
90 interprovincial pairs, while they are available for 589 of the 600 state-province
pairs (bilateral ßows between 10 provinces and 30 states).
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For the year 1993 the Commodity Flow Survey (CFS) by the U.S. Census Bureau provides data on within-state and cross-state shipments. The data set and
methodology is described in detail in the Bureau of Transportation web site
http://www.bts.gov/ntda/cfs/. The data consists of shipments by domestic establishments in manufacturing, wholesale, mining and selected retail establishments.
The survey covers 200,000 representative establishments out of a total of about
800,000. Four times per year, during a two-week period, the surveyed establishments were asked to report the value and volume of shipments, as well as the
origin and destination addresses. There are three important diﬀerences between
these shipments data and the merchandise trade data. First, while merchandise
trade data measure only shipments from source to Þnal user, the commodity ßow
data include all shipments. For example, a product may be shipped from a manufacturing plant to a warehouse and from there to a retailer. Second, goods that
are intended for exports, but are Þrst shipped domestically (e.g. to a harbor), are
included in domestic shipments. Similarly, goods that are imported are measured
once they are shipped from the port of entry to another domestic destination.
Third, while the Commodity Flow Survey provides extensive coverage of the manufacturing sector, which is by far the most important goods producing sector, it
excludes agriculture and part of mining.
As a result of these inconsistencies, an adjustment is made to the CFS data.
The CFS data are scaled down by the ratio of total domestic merchandise trade
to total domestic shipments from the CFS. Following Helliwell (1997,1998) and
Wei (1996), total domestic merchandise trade is approximated as gross output in
mostly goods producing sectors, minus merchandise exports. The goods producing
sectors are deÞned as the sum of agriculture, mining and manufacturing. Using
this methodology, total domestic U.S. merchandise trade was $3,025 bln. in 1993,
while shipments in the CFS total to $5,846 bln. The CFS data are therefore scaled
down by 3025/5846. Of the total 870 trade pairs among the 30 states in the sample,
data are available for 832 pairs.
There are several reasons to believe that the adjusted U.S. trade data are not
so bad. First, for both the two-country model and the multi-country model the
estimated model coeﬃcients are similar when estimating the model without the
use of interstate data (an experiment considered in sensitivity analysis), and the
diﬀerence is not statistically signiÞcant. Second, the average squared error term is
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smaller for the interstate data than for the interprovincial data, respectively 0.48
and 1.40 in the multi-country model. This is not the result of the dominance of
interstate trade data. When estimating the multi-country model without interstate
trade data, the average squared error term of interprovincial data remains 1.44.
Consistent with that, Table 1 also reports a higher R̄2 when estimating McCallum’s
equation for the US (0.86) than for Canada (0.77).
We do not pretend to have solved all measurement problems with the adjustment factor applied to the U.S. commodity ßow data. As discussed above, the
data used in the original McCallum study are not without measurement problems
either, with even much larger adjustment factors applied to the original stateprovince data. These data nonetheless remain by far the best currently available
to study the impact of borders on trade. Moreover, as reported in the sensitivity
analysis, the key Þndings of this paper do not rely on the US trade dataset.
Appendix B: Solution to the Borderless Trade Equilibrium
To solve for the borderless trade equilibrium of the model we set bij = 1 ∀i, j.
When solving for the new equilibrium price indices Pi from (12), we need to take
into account that the income shares θi change. Let a 1 superscript denote the ‘no
borders’ equilibrium and a 0 superscript denote the estimated model with borders
present. Since quantities produced are assumed Þxed, yi1 = (p1i /p0i )yi0 . We observe
yi0 . We need to solve for p1i /p0i . Combining (7), (12) and (18), we can solve for
(βi p0i )1−σ as a function of observable income shares, distances and borders. When
we remove borders the income shares are unknown and depend on p1i /p0i . Using
the same equations (setting all bij = 1), we can then solve for all (βi p1i )1−σ as a
function of all p1i /p0i . Combining these with the solutions for all (βi p0i )1−σ , we can
solve for all p1i /p0i , and therefore the income shares without borders, as long as we
make an assumption about σ. We can then compute the multilateral resistance
indices in the absence of borders from (12) and the trade levels from (13).
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Data:
Independent Variable
ln yi
ln yj
ln dij
Dummy − Canada

McCallum Regressions
Unitary Income Elasticities
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
CA-CA US-US US-US CA-CA US-US US-US
CA-US CA-US CA-CA CA-US CA-US CA-CA
CA-US
CA-US
1.22
(0.04)
0.98
(0.03)
-1.35
(0.07)
2.80
(0.12)

Dummy − U S
Border − Canada

1.50
(0.08)
0.85

1.13
(0.03)
0.97
(0.02)
-1.11
(0.04)
2.75
(0.12)
0.40
(0.05)
15.7
(1.9)
1.49
(0.08)
0.85

1.38
(0.07)
0.86

15.6
(1.9)
1.38
(0.07)
0.86

0.41
(0.05)
16.4
(2.0)

Border − U S
R̄2
0.76
Remoteness Variables Added
Border − Canada
16.3
(2.0)
Border − U S
R̄2

1.13
(0.03)
0.98
(0.02)
-1.08
(0.04)

0.77

1

1

1

1

1

1

-1.35
(0.07)
2.63
(0.11)

-1.09
(0.04)

1.63
(0.09)
0.47

-1.12
(0.03)
2.66
(0.12)
0.48
(0.06)
14.2
(1.6)
1.62
(0.09)
0.55

1.42
(0.08)
0.50

15.0
(1.8)
1.42
(0.08)
0.57

0.49
(0.06)
13.8
(1.6)

0.53
14.7
(1.7)

0.55

Table 1: McCallum regressions
N otes : The table reports the results of estimating a McCallum-gravity equation for the year 1993
for 30 U.S. states and 10 Canadian provinces. In all regressions the dependent variable is the
log of exports from region i to region j. The independent variables are deÞned as follows: yi
and yj are gross domestic production in regions i and j; dij is the distance between regions i and j;
Dummy −Canada and Dummy −U S are dummy variables that are 1 when both regions are located
in respectively Canada and the United States, and zero otherwise. The Þrst three columns report
results based on non-unitary income elasticities (as in the original McCallum regressions), while the
last 3 columns assume unitary income elasticities. Results are reported for three diﬀerent sets of data:
state-province and interprovincial trade, (ii) state-province and interstate trade, (iii) state-province,
interprovincial and interstate trade. The border coeﬃcients Border − U S and Border − Canada are
the exponentials of the coeﬃcients on the respective dummy variables. The Þnal three rows report
the border coeﬃcients and R̄2 when the remoteness indices (3) are added. Robust standard errors
are in parentheses.
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Parameters:

(1 − σ)ρ
(1 − σ)ln bU S,CA
(1 − σ)ln bU S,ROW
(1 − σ)ln bCA,ROW
(1 − σ)ln bROW,ROW

Average Error
Terms:

US-US

Two-Country Multi-Country
Model
Model
-0.79
-0.82
(0.03)
(0.03)
-1.65
-1.59
(0.08)
(0.08)
-1.68
(0.07)
-2.31
(0.08)
-1.66
(0.06)
0.06
0.06

CA-CA

-0.17

-0.02

US-CA

-0.05

-0.04

Table 2: Estimation Results
N otes : The table reports parameter estimates from the two-country model and the
multi-country model. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. The table also
reports average error terms for interstate, interprovincial and state-province trade.

US
Canada ROW
Two-Country Model
With Border Barrier 0.77
2.45
(BB)
(0.03) (0.12)
Borderless Trade
0.75
1.18
(NB)
(0.03) (0.01)
Ratio (BB/NB)
1.02
2.08
(0.00) (0.08)
Multi-Country Model
With Border Barrier 1.55
4.67
2.97
(BB)
(0.01) (0.09) (0.07)
Borderless Trade
1.39
1.91
1.54
(NB)
(0.00) (0.04) (0.01)
Ratio (BB/NB)
1.12
2.44
1.93
(0.01) (0.09) (0.06)
Table 3: Average of P 1−σ
N otes : The table reports the average of Piσ−1 , where the average is deÞned
as the exponential of the average logarithm. For the US the average is taken
over the 30 states in the sample, for Canada over the 10 provinces and for
ROW over the other 20 industrialized countries.
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US-US CA-CA US-CA US-ROW CA-ROW ROW-ROW
Two-Country Model
Ratio BB/NB
1.05
4.31
0.41
(0.01)
(0.34)
(0.02)
Due to bilateral
1.0
1.0
0.19
resistance
(0.0)
(0.0)
(0.01)
Due to multilateral
1.05
4.31
2.13
resistance
(0.01)
(0.34)
(0.09)
Multi-Country Model
Ratio BB/NB
1.25
5.96
0.56
0.40
0.46
0.71
(0.02)
(0.42)
(0.03)
(0.01)
(0.01)
(0.02)
Due to bilateral
1.0
1.0
0.20
0.19
0.10
0.19
resistance
(0.0)
(0.0)
(0.02)
(0.01)
(0.01)
(0.01)
Due to multilateral
1.25
5.96
2.72
2.15
4.70
3.71
resistance
(0.02)
(0.42)
(0.12)
(0.09)
(0.31)
(0.25)
Table 4: Impact of Border Barriers on Bilateral Trade
N otes : The table reports the ratio of trade with the estimated border barriers (BB) to that under borderless
trade (NB). This ratio is broken down into the impact of border barriers on trade through bilateral resistance
σ−1 σ−1
Pj ).
(t1−σ
ij ) and through multilateral resistance (Pi

theoretically consistent
estimate
McCallum parameter
implied by theory

Two-Country Model Multi-Country Model
Canada
US
Canada
US
10.5
2.56
10.7
2.24
(1.16)
(0.13)
(1.06)
(0.12)
16.5
1.64
14.8
1.63
(1.63)
(0.09)
(1.32)
(0.10)

Table 5: Impact Border on Intranational Trade Relative to International Trade
N otes : The Þrst row of the table reports the theoretically consistent estimate of the impact of border
barriers on intranational trade relative to international trade, for both Canada and the United States.
The second row reports the McCallum border parameter implied by the model, which provides a
biased estimate of the impact of borders on the ratio of intranational to international trade.
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Trade (BB/NB)
US-US
CA-CA
US-CA
McCallum
parameter
US
CA

Trade (BB/NB)
US-US
CA-CA
US-CA
ROW-ROW
McCallum
parameter
US
CA

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)
(v)
(vi)
Two-Country Model

(vii)

(viii)

1.05
(0.01)
4.31
(0.34)
0.41
(0.02)

1.05
(0.01)
4.26
(0.34)
0.41
(0.02)

1.05
(0.01)
4.31
(0.30)
0.41
(0.02)

1.05
(0.01)
4.41
(0.39)
0.41
(0.02)

1.04
(0.00)
3.82
(0.29)
0.50
(0.02)

1.03
(0.00)
4.37
(0.38)
0.54
(0.02)

1.05
(0.01)
3.76
(0.23)
0.43
(0.02)

1.64
(0.09)
16.5
(1.63)

1.64
(0.09)
16.5
(1.63)

1.58
(0.08)
17.1
(1.64)

1.70
1.37
1.03
(0.09) (0.11) (0.05)
16.1
12.2
15.4
(1.65) (1.93) (1.50)
Multi-Country Model

1.05
(0.06)
14.9
(1.63)

1.33
(0.07)
16.4
(1.56)

1.25
(0.02)
5.96
(0.42)
0.56
(0.03)
0.71
(0.02)

1.26
(0.02)
5.93
(0.42)
0.56
(0.03)
0.70
(0.02)

1.21
(0.02)
5.90
(0.37)
0.54
(0.03)
0.71
(0.02)

1.29
(0.02)
6.21
(0.49)
0.57
(0.03)
0.72
(0.02)

1.22
(0.04)
5.07
(0.66)
0.63
(0.05)
0.83
(0.06)

1.19
(0.02)
5.03
(0.36)
0.62
(0.03)
0.50
(0.02)

1.18
(0.02)
5.21
(0.40)
0.63
(0.03)
0.87
(0.04)

1.14
(0.02)
4.44
(0.39)
0.51
(0.03)
0.76
(0.04)

1.63
(0.10)
14.8
(1.32)

1.63
(0.10)
14.8
(1.32)

1.56
(0.09)
15.3
(1.34)

1.69
(0.11)
14.5
(1.33)

1.38
(0.12)
11.1
(1.57)

1.13
(0.06)
13.6
(1.37)

1.19
(0.08)
12.9
(1.29)

1.56
(0.09)
12.4
(1.25)

1.04
(0.01)
3.92
(0.53)
0.50
(0.03)

(ix)

Table 6: Sensitivity Analysis
N otes : The table reports sensitivity analysis with regards to the ratio of trade with border barriers to
trade without border barriers and with regards to the McCallum border parameters implied by the model.
Column (i) repeats results from the benchmark regression. Column (ii) assumes σ = 10 (in the benchmark
σ = 5). Columns (iii) and (iv) report results when respectively doubling and halving distances internal to
regions and countries. Column (v) reports results based on a regression that does not use interstate data.
Columns (vi) and (vii) report results when income y is replaced by xα y with x respectively income y and
per capita income y/N. xα represents the fraction spent on tradables in a region or country. Column (viii)
reports for the two-country case results based on Þxed eﬀects estimation. The Þnal column reports for the
multi-country case results when minimizing the sum of all squared error terms, including those involving
ROW countries.
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